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SANNA Chairman’s Message 

 
June 2022: Time has gone so quickly…. We are in winter and gearing up to face the cold.  
 

Greetings fellow Naturist; 
 
SANNA has done some major work in getting back to actively promoting Naturism by doing several 

things. Firstly, we are glad to announce that our website revamp is complete, and the site is live. It 
reflects the current trends in South Africa and Internationally. Visit the new improved and exiting 

website @ www.sanna.org.za. 
The other thing is, the full commitment of the SANNA Manco to give Naturism more exposure via the 
Provincial Associations. 

The social media platforms are also there to promote and advertise all upcoming events, so be sure to 
visit our FB groups to be up to date with what’s happening.  
 

There are events planned for the rest of the year and while we all want to hibernate in the cold weather, 
we can still enjoy the warm sunny days outside Naked. 
 

This year, 2022, the INF World congress will be held in Luxembourg in October. SANNA will again have 
a representative at the Congress to give valuable inputs to the decisions that will be made.  

 
The growth in membership in GNA and KZNNA is remarkable, if this trend continues, we can reach the 
mark of 1000 paid members by end of 2022. We all need to strive to get new members because as our 

Naturist community grows, the bigger our voice with government to get changes implemented to benefit 
our lifestyle. Give us a shout on our numbers and emails that you will find further down in this 
Newsletter.  

 
I would like to thank the Provincial association’s Management Committees for their hard work and 
dedication and also taking time out to be actively involved in the Management of SANNA.  Thank you!  

 
We wish you a warm and cosy winter and remember to enjoy the warm and sunny days at one of your 
favourite resort or venue. 

 
Greetings to all and enjoy this fantastic SANNA Newsletter. 

 
Christo Bothma 
SANNA Chairman 
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Naturist Associations 

 
  

(NOT ALL OF THESE ARE MEMBERS OF SANNA)  
 

Organisation / Province 
Chairperson 

/ Contact 
Person 

E-mail Contact Number 

Eastern Cape Chris Ce31231@gmail.com  082 864 2427 

Free State Wayne chairman@kznna.org.za 078 348 9197 

Gauteng Naturist Association (GNA) Emelia chairman@gna.org.za 083 543 2816 

KwaZulu Natal Naturist Association 
(KZNNA) 

Wayne chairman@kznna.org.za 078 348 9197 

Limpopo Emelia chairman@gna.org.za 083 543 2816 

Mpumalanga Emelia chairman@gna.org.za 083 543 2816 

Northern Cape Christo chairman@sanna.org.za  073 178 0779 

North West Naturist Association 

(NWNA) 
Emelia chairman@gna.org.za 083 543 2816 

South African National Naturist 

Association (SANNA) 
Christo  chairman@sanna.org.za 073 178 0779 

Western Cape Naturist Association 
(WCNA) 

Dirk  chairman@wcna.org.za 083 296 7646 
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Naturist Resorts 

 

Establishment 
Contact 
Person 

Email Address Contact Number 
Affiliated 

to 
SANNA 

Harmony Nature Farm Pieter  pietermyburgh32@yahoo.com 074 185 7630 No 

Kiepersolkloof Naturist Resort Magda info@kiepersolkloof.com  082 875 5991 No 

SunEden Naturist Resort  
Monique or 

Kathy 
reception@suneden.com  071 658 0165 Yes 

 

      Naturist Friendly Establishments 

  
  

Establishment 
Contact 

Person 
E-mail Address Contact Number 

Affiliated 

to 
SANNA 

Bare Necessities, 
Swellendam 

Neels notneels@gmail.com  ‘082 567 1816 No 

Belle Isle B&B,Trafalgar Neville neville@nctec.co.za 039 313 0067 No 

Bird of Paradise, 
Vanderbijlpark 

Deon/Dave dd.cascades@gmail.com  083 331 7779 Yes 

Butt Nothing, Port Elizabeth Gaynor info@buttnothing.co.za  ‘083 485 6093 No 

Impenjati Backpackers, Palm 

Beach 
Gordon mpenjatibackpackers@gmail.com ‘061 406 9860 No 

Kingfisher Lakeside Retreat Melissa kingfisherlakeside@gmail.com  074 170 4242 Yes 

Lyttel Cold Circle, 73A Gold 

Circle, Centurion Pretoria  
Harry hpsepela@gmail.com  082 651 5868 No 

Palm Beach Chalets,Palm 

Beach 
John/Mandy   039 313 7533 No 

Sun Kissed Villas, Houtbay Charl gnatural@iafrica.com    No 

Grootendorst Holiday Home Henk/Lila grootendorst3@gmail.com  No 
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WOMEN IN NATURISM - SOUTH AFRICA  

Women in Naturism is an ongoing initiative backed by SANNA to try and attract more women 
into Naturism and to help build body confidence. 

Why are we doing it? 

We have more men applying for membership to Associations, making it appear that 
Naturism appeals more to men than women, however this is not necessarily the case. 
Naturism may appeal to a similar number of women but for their own reasons they are 
reluctant to embrace the lifestyle. The aim of this campaign is to find those reasons and 
answer the concerns. 

The women who do try Naturism are often more passionate about and it appears that it 
changes their lives more deeply than their male counterparts. Many women also say that 
they were introduced to Naturism by a husband or boyfriend and were hesitant, but now 
can’t imagine life without it and believe it to be good for them and the entire family. 

One of these concerns may be the huge pressure which modern society and the media 
place on women to look like a supermodel - and let’s be honest pressure that some of us put 
on ourselves. By encouraging more women to try social Naturism we hope to help them to 
be happier and more confident about their bodies and hopefully to join Naturism somewhere 
in South Africa! 

What do we hope to achieve? 

Helping more women to discover the life-affirming, exhilarating feelings of social nudity - and 
great community and social life that accompanies them. 

Improving awareness of the negative effects of societal pressure on women to conform to a 
particular type of body shape and appearance. 

Providing mutual support to help women be happier and more confident about their bodies. 

How can you help: 

Women talking to men is best.  If you are already a Woman in Naturism please consider 
getting in touch (marketing@sanna.org.za) and become part of the network. 

We’d also love to hear your story – please think about writing it down and sending it in. 

Stay Good Stay Nude 

Women in Naturism  

Adapted from BN Website 
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Naked Ponderings from the GNA Chairlady 
 

 
 
Becoming a naturist later in life and only realising where the true beauty and freedom lies, has 
truly made my thoughts wander on a lot of life issues. I realised, like I am sure you all did, that 
we spend way too much time in life being judgemental on thoughts and ideas and too little 
time being ourselves. The last eight years I have become more me, and more in touch with 
what makes me happy. And one thing I can confess, being with fellow naturists has made me 
happy and I have spent so much time being free from the shackles of society’s idea of what is 
wrong with nudity. 
 

When asked to join the GNA Manco team, I was at first terrified of this whole new world 
which I knew nothing of. But the best way to learn to swim, is to be thrown in the deep 
end and swim for your life. Here I was part of an association’s management and 
learning about naturism in South Africa, and nothing of this is written in books 
anywhere! I also learnt that we have a huge mountain of work to do in order to change 
the mindset of people on nudity and naturism. It is really disheartening to hear the 
underhand comments when naturism is mentioned, and I hope that we can continue 
to grow GNA and the public’s awareness around it. But this monumental task cannot 
possibly be handled by the 7 Manco members alone, it should be a joint operation of 
every naturist to educate as far and wide as we can. 

 
We have a terrific 2022 team for GNA Manco and each and everyone of them brings something 
to the mix that we need. I appreciate all the time these dedicated individuals spend growing 
and maintaining the association, they after all do it for the love of naturism with no 
renumeration. It makes us immensely happy to see numbers grow in membership and our 
events are attended well. Covid is hopefully a thing of the past now and we should spend our 
time socialising as best we can. I ask that our events be well attended, if you can, remember 
the more the merrier! 
 
Our mini bash at Kiepersolkloof is confirmed for the weekend of 05 August 2022, it will be a 
smaller event, because next year is GNA’s 10th Birthday celebration and we hope to make it a 
weekend of festivities to remember!  So, in saying that, please remember to pay your annual 
membership fees, it gets put to good use and we give back as much as we can. If you have 
ideas, or want to contribute in any way, please contact us and we would love to chat to you, 
anything and all is most greatly appreciated. 
 
My other aim this year as Chairlady is to have our Manco members all on the same page with 
regards to the workings of the association and naturism in South Africa. In this way your team 
will be able to handle all situations no matter the portfolio they have , we will start centralising 
all our material etc , so that whenever a handover of Manco happens annually , there will be 
no problem in keeping a good level in the running of GNA. Training and conferencing is a 
priority for me, and the Manco team fully supports that. 
 
You will see that our IT team also did a fantastic job with the website, and our GNA shop has 
some lovely branded items. Go ahead and spoil yourself if you haven’t yet, what is better than 
relaxing at the beautiful SunEden pool with a snazzy pocket towel, or shading your face at 
Bird of Paradise while sipping a cocktail? 
 
In closing I want to say, it is our GNA everybody. Let’s make it better than ever! 
You can always contact me at: 
chairman@gna.org.za  Emelia Fourie 
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Naked Hike  

23 – 24 April 2022 

Emelia Fourie GNA Chairlady 

Recently we had the pleasure of joining a naked hike at Matlepeng Bush Camp near 

Bronkhorstspruit. It was a smorgasbord of naturists coming together with one thing in mind – 

to hike in the buff. The venue lent itself to some beautiful views over the kloof and we couldn’t 

wait to get going. Backpacks were prepared and packed obviously with the necessary 

“athletic” snacks and beverages.  

After some of the members getting stuck in the mud (names will not be revealed ... but we did 

have a lot of rain in their defense       and having to be recovered by a Land Rover, we managed 

to all get going on our hike. The zig zag down to the river was too beautiful and it felt like we 

dropped into a forest fantasy world a lot has to be said for the therapy of being one with nature. 

I will reveal that our fitness levels did leave some of us a bit disappointed, but in true 

sportsmanship, our group waited for everybody in good spirit. 

About 2km into the hike we left the shadowy area by the river and climbed onto a small 

escarpment, obviously then the sun got hold of us. But everyone, still laughing and chatting 

marched on to the halfway point. Here we all found a spot and a mini picnic happened, like I 

mentioned before, very “athletic” snacks and beverages.  

A bit of consultation happened, and the return trip was taken on the shorter route back to the 

bush camp. Little groups formed and we all chatted our way back and hardly noticed the 

distance or the mud. In total we managed to do about 8 km hiking. 

Our hosts prepared the most wonderful dinner for us and despite the rain, a marvellous 

evening was had. The food was delicious, and although we couldn’t sit outside because of the 

weather we all had the most wonderful time. I would like to thank Phlip, Pieter and Cor for 

looking after all of us, spoiling us with little gifts and in general just being the best hosts! This 

was GNA and KZNNA, and even some unaffilliated individuals coming together at an event 

and showing again that the naturist lifestyle brings together the best people! 
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Photos taken on the day 
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In March, Gauteng Naturist Association launched a competition with the following criteria: 

Tell us why it is important to belong to a naturist association such as GNA  

We are happy to share with you the three submissions that walked away with prizes: 

Joint First: Carel Haefele  

Naturism, the practise of this lifestyle and culture associated with it, provides the ultimate 

freedom of expression, freedom of self, and an intense connection with “Mother Nature” and 

the unbreakable energy that connects us all as humans. Basic human nature instils in us a 

fundamental need to be part of a group of like-minded individuals, the sharing of a common 

goal and ideals. In the most basic form, a group of individuals will form part of a pack and each 

pack by design will have structure, order, and a set of principles to ensure freedoms and 

liberties are protected and promoted 

The GNA provides this much-needed structure and protection that such a pack requires. As 

much as each person has their own unique and individual voice, it is still crucially important 

for pack leaders to consolidate the multitude of voices and opinions.  Being part of the GNA 

or any quality association of its sort is the glue that brings together more like-minded 

individuals, exercises and extends its scope, and most importantly, to act as the spokespeople 

and representative for a yet misunderstood and stereotyped class of culture. Without a formal 

association to turn to for guidance and advocacy, each individual will remain part of their own 

solitary practice of the culture, with a singular voice. Associations of the calibre magnify and 

intensify that singular voice into a coherent choir, a choir that sings louder and with more 

passion that one single voice ever could. 

 

Joint First: Korstiaan Schipper  

According to the third- and fourth tiers of Maslow’s hierarchy, all human beings have an 

intrinsic need to be part of a group of like-minded people, where aspects like friendship, sense 

of connection, respect, self-esteem, confidence and person freedom are present. 

Being part of a recognized Naturist Organisation, like GNA, satisfies our (Naturist) intrinsic 

belonging needs in every possible way, while providing a safe environment to practice the 

most wonderful lifestyle of all. Let me explain, this is achieved by the gaining of information 

and insight into ourselves, through social comparison (getting to know the self) and defining 

the sense of self and social identity. In other words, we get to know ourselves so much better 

by being in a group of similar thinking people (other Naturists), than would have been possible 

if we practised our lifestyle individually. 

Second Place: Johan Visagie 

Naturism is a lifestyle of practising non-sexual social nudity in private and in public; the word 

also refers to the cultural movement which advocates and defends that lifestyle 

To feel free without any clothes (textiles). Naturism highlights an attitude favouring harmony 

with nature and respect to the environment.  
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SunEden News May 2022 

Winter has arrived at SunEden which means that there is not much rain. The Indoor Heated 

Pool has often been 40C and very popular. Please visit us in winter – you will love the 

heated pool, the saunas and the heated pub.  The winter days are often so warm that you 

can get sunburnt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite a lot of rain and despite damaged, muddy, roads we still had a record year in 2021 

and we were also busy for the first 4 months of 2022. We would like to thank our 

shareholders and guests who attended and supported our monthly events. It is due to this 

support that we managed to improve and maintain our SunEden facilities.  

 

One of the costly improvements was the main electrical cables from the 

Eskom connection near the generator all the way to the main DB Board near 

the water tanks. The cables are now capable of supplying 50 houses, all the 

communal buildings and the Caravan Park. The Restaurant, Kraaines Shop, 

Pubs and EdenSpa do use a lot of electricity. 

 

Other improvements worth mentioning are the 9-Hole Golf Course and 

Norman’s Bird Hide which are not completed yet but they will be completed 

during the winter months. The rain and mud delayed the progress of these  

2 projects, but we did a lot of work there considering the circumstances. 

 

Our maintenance teams had their work cut out regarding the gravel/dirt roads  

on the farm which were often damaged by the floods. We built a few drains 

and culverts to handle the floods and we are proud to say that none of our 

houses were damaged by the floods. There is still a lot of work to do, to get 

the roads back to their previous glory. The free Game Drives on the farm are 

still taking place but not in the flooded areas.  

 

The good news is that our entertainment was popular with our guests who couldn’t thank us 

enough for the high quality, entertainers. Christo, Jono, Michael, Elvis, Karine and Fanus 

were the main reason why all the accommodation was often fully booked. Our Events Co-

Ordinator, Heila, did an amazing job at every party weekend. The Bosveld Lapa always 

looked festive. 

 

The other compliment received from our guests related to the young bar staff, shop and 

office staff and the younger guests really appreciated the music choices which seemed to 
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keep most of them happy. We obviously want the younger naturists to return and to tell their 

friends about SunEden. We have noted that the average age of our guests is getting 

younger every year.   

SunEden does not permit photographs to be taken by our guests but twice a year we have a 

proper photoshoot. All participants sign a model release form and that gives us the rights to 

post those photographs on the websites and on social media such as Facebook, Instagram 

and Twitter. Please follow SunEden and Like, Share, Retweet and Book In. 

The Semper Online Booking System is really popular. Go onto the website: 

www.suneden.com then “Book Now” then enter the dates required and for 2 persons then 

click on “Show Availability”. You can then book online and you can pay online, there and 

then even if it is midnight. PLEASE NOTE that we still love your phone calls (071 658 0165) 

and emails (reception@suneden.com ). Monique is waiting for your calls or emails. 
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Kiepersolkloof is a true naturist dream – if you love nature with a vast variety of fauna and 

flora then this the place to be. 

The extra electrical points in the camping area have been completed and all roads have 

been repaired on the farm.  The boma fire pit was a huge attraction over the Easter 

weekend, where people while watching the most beautiful sunsets told their stories till late at 

night. 

Accommodation was fully booked over Easter with quite a few campers. 

In general, Kieperskloof, is a rustic, non-commercialised, relaxing break away that we all 

deserve. 

For the people that haven’t been to Kiepersolkloof (maak ‘n plan) and for the rest hope to 

see you soon! 
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New SANNA and GNA Web Sites 
 

By Henry  

Dear member. 

It is with great pleasure that we want to introduce you to our upgraded SANNA and GNA 

web sites.  Although many of you will probably already have seen the new websites, allow 

me to say a few words about them and some features that you may not yet have discovered. 

We deemed these upgrades necessary to remain abreast of modern trends.  Our web 

designer is a professional company, Techniworld, who constantly put a lot of effort into 

making your new site visit a commendable experience.   

THE SANNA WEBSITE 

The new SANNA website offers a fresh look with beautiful images depicting the naturist 

lifestyle.   

Our two provinces resorting under SANNA are GNA and KZNNA. 

 

We encourage you to also visit the new SANNA web site at www.sanna.org.za where you 

can read amongst others, hat our members have to say about SANNA and our affiliate 

resorts.  You can also read our past newsletters and get links to our provincial websites. 

 

 

THE GNA WEBSITE 

The new GNA web site at www.gna.org.za has transformed into a social media platform, 

effectively a mini-Facebook for GNA paid-up members, where you can interact with naturist 

friend within the safety of the members only area.  You can extend interaction from our 

lovely weekends away to our own safe social media platform where people who feel 

threatened by textiles can chat and have fun, away from other more invasive, social media. 
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The site promotes, the GNA brand and boasting a memberships payment function.  

 

On the main menu under Me, you will find everything that pertains directly to you as member 

– but the important section is Profile, from where you can control your own profile and also 

from where you can view your messages, see your activity, read your notifications, view your 

friends, see groups you’re in, manage your media if any and, go through your settings. 

Feel free to go to Me/Activities and post new statuses – perhaps something you’ve done 

over the weekend, perhaps about what your day was like. Remember to have fun and good 

interaction on your profile.  

OUR SHOP 

Our shop is filled with our own brand merchandise, that not only brings a feeling of unity on 

our get togethers, but also value. The profit we make off it, comes back entirely to our 

members.  Also see the separate article in this newsletter about our web shop. 

MEMBERSHIP PAYMENTS AND RENEWALS 

You can pay or renew your membership online. It ensures that a record of your payment is 

permanently available on your profile.  

ORDERS AND PAYMENTS 

When you go to Shop, My Account, you will find all your orders – whether it is renewals, or 

shop orders. You can manage your addresses from there too. 

BROWSER APP 

Did you know that you can download GNA’s browser app to your mobile device home 

screen? Once you visit it via your mobile device, you will at the bottom see a bar that says, 

“Add GNA to Home screen. Click on it, it will download as per the images below, and you will 

no longer have to visit your browser to view GNA, it can remain open, and you can have 

quicker access to your profile. 
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IN CONCLUSION 

No website will ever be completely done. We daily have to make sure that we’re on par with 

new technology, and latest social media trends and that is exactly what we as your web 

teams together with our web designers. 

We trust that this newsletter brings you delightful insight to what we’re up to, making your 

user experiences of our website more enjoyable. 
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Stripped Off and Ready for a Fight 
 

This is a newspaper article from the Port Elizabeth Weekend Post of September 20, 2003. It 
is reproduced here to illustrate that the quest for nudist recreation has been going on for a 
long time in South Africa. 
 

Two Secluded Nude Bathing Beaches being planned for the Sunshine Coast at Port 
Alfred 

by Lauren Cohen 
 

The first official nudist beach in the Eastern Cape is about to be declared – and already it’s 
causing a stir. 
Two secluded sites on the Port Alfred coastline have been identified by the Ndlambe Tourism 
Board in a bid to entice open-minded Europeans into the area with their Euros. 
But already the proposal has met with protests with some residents as well as clergymen 
branding the idea as being “against public morals”. 
 
The proposal for the nudist beach was read out during a meeting of the local council earlier 
this month without objection from any councillors. 
“The National Ports Authority, whose land borders on the proposed area, thought the idea 
was quite fun,” said Ndlambe Tourism Board Director Bev Young. The board has now been 
tasked with deciding which of the two 1 km strips of beach to earmark. The first is from Great 
Fish Point to Rocky Point and the second is at Cape Padrone. Both locations are secluded 
with abundant wildlife. 
 
But tanning in the nude will come at a price for those who want an all over bronzingwith an 
entry fee of between R20 and R30 envisaged. 
Ndlambe Tourism Board executive member Justin de Wet Steyn said that the Sunshine 
Coast’s “stunning” beaches were presently “heavily under-utilised”. 
“We need to look at creating sustainable employment for the many unemployed people in 
the area. To grow the area as a tourist destination we need to look at what we are offering to 
tourists and what’s missing”. 
 
Mrs Young said the board had discussed various ways of attracting international tourists to 
the area. “Over the last two years I have had inquiries about naturist beaches from as many 
as 50 or 60 international tourists who walk into my office”. Mrs Young said she was hoping 
that the beach would be ready before the end of the upcoming summer season, to catch 
business from foreign tourists. She said Cape Padrone already had toilet facilities but should 
a decision be made to use the stretch of beach at Great Fish Point, “rustic but smart bush 
toilets would be put up on the beach, being careful not to spoil the natural environment”. 
 
ACDP Eastern Cape Chairman, Colleen Watney said: “The ACDP will protest vehemently. 
We have previously said we do not agree that nude beaches are economically viable in 
South Africa”. 
Mrs Watney said she would rally a protest march if need be. “I am sure we would get the 
support of local businesses and churches”. 
 
Local businessman Marc Cattaneo said the idea behind the beach was okay as long as it 
was “clearly indicated”. 
Port Alfred resident Andrew Meyer said he did not believe the project would ever get off the 
ground. “The Port Alfred community is conservative. Once this gets into the papers, I am 
sure there will be an outcry”. 
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Clergymen from the Ministers Fraternal of Port Alfred met this week to discuss the idea of a 
nudist beach and were vehemently opposed to the idea. “It is not the right moralistic thing to 
do. It is against public morals and one thing will lead to another.” said spokesperson the Rev 
Robin Murray. 
 
Swiss tourist Claudia Eichholzer, who happily posed for the Weekend Post Photographer, 
said nudist beaches were very popular in Europe. “People are relaxed about taking off their 
clothes in public, it is no big deal”. 
 
 
FULL BODIED TAN: Swiss tourist Claudia Eichholzer sunning herself topless at the 
proposed naturist beach near Port Alfred. 
(Please excuse the poor quality of the picture, it is from the original newspaper article.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Unfortunately, the beaches were never officially proclaimed as pressures were brought to 
bear by the uptight politicians and narrow-minded clergy.  They have protected their 
constituents and congregations from going to a secluded beach and perhaps seeing a naked 
person, which is against public morals. Most would never in their normal lives go anywhere 
near these beaches, unless they knew of course, that there might be nudists present, so that 
they might be offended. The funny thing is that many nudists do quietly use these beaches 
unofficially in peace and harmony with nature. 
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A Proposal for a Naturist Calendar 
 

Our present calendar is a mess. To quote from the Outlook Magazine of September 1927: 

A month is a wholly irrational division of time. It has no relation to anything 

in astronomy, or human experience. It is an inaccurate and varying 

measure of time that is a constant annoyance in business and a 

misleading unit in science. It has no religious significance. 

A month is nothing but just a bad habit. 

The number of days in each month follows no pattern; it takes half a life time remember: 

Thirty days hath September, 
April, June, and November, 
All the rest have thirty-one, 
Except February, twenty-eight days clear, 
And twenty-nine in each leap year. 

And why? It’s just so complicated. 

There is a solution! – The International Fixed Calendar (IFC) This calendar has each of its 
13 months with exactly four weeks, each week is the normal seven days, so exactly 28 days 
in each and every month.  

And the great joy, that appeals to my sense of order is that 28 x 13 = 364 days per year, just 
one less than a normal year of 365 days. To make up for the missing day the last day of the 
year is a holiday, it’s just an extra day that doesn’t belong to any month or any week; it 
doesn’t have a date, it’s just called holiday! To account for leap years which have 366 days 
and extra day is inserted after the sixth month (of 28 days) this day too, doesn’t belong to a 
week or a month, it’s called leap day and it too is a holiday. 

Each year and each month start on a Sunday. The calendar for every month of every year 
looks like this: 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

 

When the IFC was first proposed by Moses Cotsworth in the early 20th century, they kept the 
names of the months the same as we currently have them, except they inserted a new month 
called “Sol” between June and July, this was a nod to it being the middle of the northern 
hemisphere summer. 

This calendar was used by the Kodak Corporation for most of the 20th century as their 
standard calendar. George Eastman the founder of Kodak was passionate about the 
calendar and tried hard to convince others to use it. He should have presented it to 
organized naturism. I’m sure that during the heyday of 20th century naturism, and extra 
month of summer would have been appealing. 

I think it is confusing to keep the same month names. So, this is where the idea of a naturist 
calendar comes in. Naturists definitely need an extra month of summer. So, this is my 
proposal for thirteen new month names. 
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 The Pressure of Going Naked – by Naked Wanderings 

 

 

 
 

 
A couple of years ago, we’ve been front row spectators of one of the saddest scenes that we 
ever encountered on our naturist travels, and we’ve seen quite a lot. Remember, we’ve been 
to Cap d’Agde once. This had nothing to do with sex though. We were lazing away in the 
sun beds of a very genuine naturist resort and in the corner of our eye, we saw a new couple 
arriving from the reception desk. 
 
They walked towards us, but after a couple of steps, they made a sudden stop. A smile 
appeared on the guy’s face. The dark-skinned face of the woman, on the other hand, turned 
bright white. She turned her eyes away and started marching towards the bungalow that had 
been appointed to them. This would be the first and the last time that we saw her for the 
whole week that the couple had booked at the resort. Apparently, the husband had come up 
with the marvellous idea to book a vacation at a naturist resort and not telling his wife about 
the plan. “Surprise, honey!”. 

Going naked for the first time is a big deal 

Maybe that man had read one of our blog posts where we say that “going naked for the first 
time is like a jump into cold water. You just need to go for it”. But this wasn’t what we meant. 
Going naked among strangers is most of all a step out of your comfort zone, something you 
need to mentally prepare for and certainly not something you want to have forced upon you. 

 

When something uncomfortable happens to us, our instincts tell us to hide. To cover up. This 
was also one of our own biggest fears when we went to a naturist venue for the first time. All 
the possible scenarios raced through our heads. What if everyone looks at us? What if 
everyone is having sex with each other? What if we do something wrong? What if we do 
something stupid? Daunting thoughts on themselves but multiplied by knowing that if those 
things would happen, we would be standing there in our most vulnerable state. Butt naked, 
with our clothes locked up. There would be nowhere to hide. No way to cover up. 

The reluctant spouse 

Did the guy from the introduction already talk to his partner about wanting to try naturism and 
did she say no? Or did he mention nothing at all about his desires and just took her to the 
resort? We don’t know. In any case, it was pretty certain that this was not what she had 
expected from her vacation and that she was quite reluctant to give it a try. Reluctant 
partners are common in naturism and we receive many messages, mostly from men, about 
how to convince their partner to start going naked. 
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One of the main struggles is exactly what we felt during our first naturist experience. The 
fear that they might like to cover up at a certain point but won’t have the chance. This is a 
reason why naturist resorts can seem so scary. To us, the large resorts are specifically 
appealing because we will get the chance to do many things without clothes. Other than 
swimming and sunbathing, at those places we can do sports, go to the shop and have dinner 
in a restaurant naked. We can wander around for hours naked and meet lots of bare others 
along the way. But to many aspiring naturists, it’s an all but pleasant thought that they WILL 
HAVE to do all those things naked. 
 
This may sound like an unjust judgment. With the uprise of the sarong, we all know that you 
can easily cover up if doing yoga or grocery shopping naked is that one step too far out of 
your comfort zone. But that solves just one part of the problem. In many cases, the pressure 
doesn’t come from the resort rules, but from the partner. The partner who does want to dine 
nude and go for a naked hike. The partner who, often without realizing, creates the 
uncomfortable pressure to go naked when you don’t really want to. 

 

Each at their own pace 

This is one of the reasons why we started to embrace the clothing-optional idea. Not for 
ourselves. When we are naked, we also feel that there’s a better balance if everyone else is 
naked too. But we also realize that more people would eventually get to enjoy social nudity if 
it wasn’t forced upon them. This is something we specifically notice a lot at clothing-optional 
beaches. Just because there’s no pressure, it’s much easier to give skinny dipping or nude 
sunbathing a try. There’s always an easy way back. 
 
And as naturists, we know that going back rarely happens. Once you’ve enjoyed social 
nudity in a safe and comfortable place, you’re very likely to do it again. And again. If the guy 
from the introduction had taken his wife to a clothing-optional beach instead and didn’t 
pressure her to go full Monty from the first moment, eventually she may have given it a shot. 
Or maybe not. But she most certainly wouldn’t have to lock herself up in a bungalow at a 
tropical naturist domain for a week. 
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Why NASA Scientists Want to Send Nudes to Space 

The naked truth: It’s a plan to make contact with intelligent life forms in the Milky Way  

Sarah Kuta 

Daily Correspondent 
May 18, 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Scientists want to open a dialogue with intelligent extra-terrestrial beings in the Milky Way.  

A drawing of a hydrogen atom. A map of Earth. A visual representation of DNA’s double-
helix structure. Scientists hope that these and other messages, written in binary code of 
zeroes and ones, will resonate with extra-terrestrial life forms in the Milky Way galaxy and 
invite them to strike up a conversation with Earthlings. 

And if they don’t, maybe the nude illustrations researchers intend to transmit into space will. 

Researchers from a range of institutions, including NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
recently published their proposal for communicating with aliens in the open-source scientific 
repository Arxiv. 

Though the decision to include pixelated drawings of naked humans in the mix may seem 
odd at first blush, researchers have good reason to include them, reasoning that aliens 
would, naturally, want to know what humans look like. 

The page containing the two human figures “can easily be considered one of the most 
important parts of the message,” the scientists write, adding that the physical depiction 
“would certainly be of compelling interest.” 

The proposed message won’t be the first to include nudes. In 1972, researchers launched 
the Pioneer 10 space probe, which contained a small gold plaque with an illustration of a 
naked man and woman, along with Earth’s location in the galaxy and other messaging. It’s 
not clear whether extra-terrestrials ever received Pioneer 10’s message, but the probe sent 
its last signal in January 2003 while it was 7.6 billion miles away. 

This latest bid to communicate with aliens, dubbed “A Beacon in the Galaxy,” or BITG for 
short, is a follow-up to a 1974 interstellar message scientists sent from the Arecibo radio 
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telescope in Puerto Rico to a globular cluster some 25,000 light-years away. That note 
contained a crude, stick-figure representation of a human, a DNA double helix, atomic 
numbers of the chemicals necessary for life on Earth and a drawing of the telescope, 
which collapsed in 2020. 

NASA also tried to communicate with extra-terrestrials when it launched Voyager 1 and 2 in 
1977. Both spacecrafts contained a 12-inch, gold-plated copper phonograph record with 
images and sounds from Earth, including greetings in 55 languages. 

Aliens may want to know what Earthlings look like, the researcher’s reason. Arxiv 

These chaste messages gave rise to a more offbeat (and unofficial) transmission in the 
1980s. Scientific artist Joe Davis objected to the fact that NASA’s messages didn’t convey 
the female reproductive system. So, he recorded the vaginal contractions of ballerinas and 
other women and made a mashup of electronic music and spoken words based on the data. 
Davis covertly transmitted “Poetica Vaginal” into space using the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology’s million-watt radio telescope. 

The proposed message is more straightforward—and though it will contain the human form, 
it won’t contain references to human culture. Including images of humanity’s greatest art and 
architecture would make the message prohibitively large, the researchers argue, and the 
aliens may not understand what they mean. 

“If humanity were receiving a message containing these depictions it is not clear we would 
understand what they meant,” they write. 

Researchers wrote the message in binary code, a language they hope extra-terrestrial 
beings will understand.  

Instead, they plan to focus on concepts that any intelligent life form would 
presumably understand, math and physics. 

For now, the message is basically a rough draft, though the scientists want to someday 
transmit it from the powerful Five-Hundred-Meter Aperture Spherical Radio 
Telescope (FAST) in China and the Allen Telescope Array in California to a specific section 
of Milky Way they believe is the most likely place for life to have developed. 

Their ultimate goal is to start a dialogue with intelligent extra-terrestrial beings, no matter 
how far in the future that happens. And though the nude illustrations are intended to serve a 
practical, non-sexual purpose, the scientists are taking Carl Sagan’s open-minded approach 
all the same. As the astronomer once wrote, “Even if the aliens are short, dour, and sexually 
obsessed—if they’re here, I want to know about them.” 
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The Price of Naturism 

 
May 25, 2022 – Naked Wanderings 

Every now and then, the discussion about the financial aspects of naturism seems to pop up 
on social media. It’s one of those endless debates that live on a pilot light most of the time, 
but a little spark is enough to start yet another series of heated tweets. Recently, such a 
spark came from Hector Martinez (quite known for not fearing controversial topics), when he 
talked about how censorship on mainstream social media forces the naturist content 
creators to move to paid platforms like Patreon. 

Although endless and often very repeating, we do kinda like this conversation. It shines a 
light on how people really think about naturism and how some aspects are often 
misunderstood. As our personal opinion about this topic is much more than what fits into a 
handful of tweets, we decided to write a blog post about it. 

 

Naturism is, and will always be FREE 

It’s interesting how some people like to shout that “naturism should always be free”. Because 
it is already free. There’s no question about it. Nobody can charge you money to call yourself 
a naturist and neither does it require any investment. Naturism is not something that one can 
own. It’s a philosophy, a belief, something in your head. Even better is that nobody can stop 
you from being a naturist. Your local laws may be against it, or your religion, or your partner, 
but as long as you believe in naturism, you are a naturist. 

This is one of the main misunderstandings because these people confuse naturism with the 
facilities. While naturism is free, resorts and events are not. And we believe that it’s only fair 
that you have to pay for those. If someone invests time and money into providing you with a 
better naturist experience, these people should be compensated. We like to compare this 
principle with a sunset. Sunsets are always free, but if you want to enjoy them in a more 
comfortable way, you’ll have to buy a chair. 

 

Are naturist resorts overpriced? 

During our latest Live Q&A session, someone asked why naturist resorts often cost more 
than similar textile resorts. We believe that this is true in some cases, but that it often has to 
do with supply and demand. When we look at naturist campsites in France, for example, we 
don’t feel like they are more expensive than textile campsites. While they do have quite 
some advantages (other than the fact that you can be naked), their pitches are often larger 
and you rarely need to pay for the showers. 

At the more upscale accommodations, you can see a significant difference. Rental 
apartments at Vera Playa, for example, tend to be more expensive during the high season 
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than rentals in nearby textile urbanizations. This is because on the whole Spanish coast, 
there’s only one place like Vera Playa. If you want to experience the “naturist village” feel on 
mainland Spain, it’s your only option. So, they have a monopoly from which they can benefit. 
It’s the same for many naturist hotels and guesthouses, they are often rare, so they can 
charge whatever they want. 

We don’t want to say that naturist resorts are benefiting from their uniqueness, because 
there’s a lot going on behind the scenes as well. For example, they often have a shorter 
season than textile places, meaning that they need to make all their money for a whole year 
in just a couple of months. In some less naturist-friendly countries, there’s also the risk 
factor. If the neighbourhood turns against them or the government wants to shut them down, 
they’ll lose their business. A risk that we believe is worth compensating for. 

 

Wasn’t it cheaper in the past? 

We all have a tendency to romanticise the past, and we notice that this is something typical 
for long-time naturists. They look back at the eighties when camping pitches at the naturist 
club cost little more than nothing. But there are some factors that we seem to forget about. 
On one hand, the eighties are 40 years ago. Everything has gotten more expensive. If 
naturist venues would maintain the same prices today, they could probably not even pay the 
electricity bill. 

Then there are the facilities, which used to be much fewer in the past. We have stayed at 
naturist campsites in France where a tent pitch costs up to 50€ per day. That is A LOT of 
money for a couple of square meters to set up your own tent. But you’re not just paying for 
the pitch, you’re paying for all the facilities as well. For the several swimming pools, the 
sports courts, the activities, etc. You pay for the package. It’s not that this is the only option 
though, we once wrote a blog post about naturist campsites in Europe for less than 30 euros 
per night. You’ll probably find even cheaper ones if you start looking at the really small clubs. 
But the whole package will include much less too. 

Lastly, there’s the membership. Some decades ago, it was almost impossible to visit a 
naturist venue if you weren’t a member of a club or federation. This is an additional cost that 
people seem to forget about. We’ve noticed that a lot of the complaints about overpriced 
naturist resorts come from the USA, a country where membership cards are still a big thing. 
If you only go on one naturist vacation every year, and every time you need to renew the 
membership for every family member, it’s probably much more economical to visit a textile 
resort instead. 

 

Promoting naturism as a business 

Let’s get back to the original tweet, the one where Hector gave a pretty long rant to explain 
why you should support naturist creators on Patreon. Just like ourselves, creating naturist 
content is Hector’s (and his wife Francelli’s) full-time job. It’s their income. If they would give 
it all away for free, they would have to stop eventually. A question that quickly arose was 
whether it’s okay to turn the promotion of naturism into a business concept. Won’t this 
eventually hurt the values of naturism? Where does it end when we start commercializing 
naturism? 

A valid fear, because there’s a very well-known example of where commercial naturism has 
gone wrong: Cap d’Agde. It started as a huge genuine naturist destination, but the smell of 
money from the swinger and sex industries has turned the place into something completely 
different. What if Hector and ourselves and the other online promotors of naturism start 
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doing the same thing? What if we start sexualizing naturism in order to get access to the 
swinger dollars? 

  

It’s all a matter of trust. While some naturist resorts have turned swinger, many others have 
not. And we expect that the same will happen with naturist content creators. We’ve seen 
some of them turn to the dark side, to dubious OnlyFans accounts and webcam chats. You 
probably won’t even remember them, because as soon as you’ve seen this happen, you’ve 
unfollowed them. And that’s the beauty of this concept. You support the promotors of 
naturism that in your opinion bring value. If they change direction, they lose the support of 
the naturist community and their presence in the naturist world. 

 

Should you support naturist content creators? 

With the uprise of platforms like Patreon, a big fear is that all the good content will disappear 
behind a paywall. We won’t deny it, for us too, our Patreon page has become an important 
source of income. And from one day to another, we could decide to make all our content 
payable. You can still read this blog, but it’ll cost you 5$ per month. Wanna watch our 
pictures and videos too? That’s 15$. We could do that, but we won’t. Because even though 
this is our income, we will always stick to our goal of promoting naturism as widely as 
possible. And that can not be done if we only reach a small number of Patreons. 

This is where we expect to see a distinction in the near future. Well, we can actually already 
see it today. You will find naturist content creators who will put all their best stuff behind a 
paywall with the goal of making money from their content. They will reach an audience that 
is willing to pay for unique content. On the other hand, you’ll find creators that will give most 
content away for free, with the goal to promote naturism. They will reach an audience that 
appreciates what they do and will pay to support their cause. 

Eventually, the success of both is in your hands, because you decide what you do with your 
money. From that point of view, it’s a very democratic system. The content creators that earn 
the most, will be encouraged to do more of what they’re doing. The ones that earn the least 
will be discouraged and will eventually have to quit because it’s not sustainable anymore. 

 

What’s the price of naturism? 

We’ve mostly talked about naturist resorts and naturist content creators in this blog post, but 
there are many other forces that try to make your naturist experience better. We’re thinking 
about clubs and associations, about federations, about organisers of naturist events. While 
they are not always aiming to make a profit, they need money to work with. They need to be 
able to invest in infrastructure, and in promotion material, and to buy their volunteers a beer 
at the end of the day. 

All of this determines the price of naturism. Well, not of naturism, because naturism is and 
will always be free. The price of your naturist experience. And once again, the choice is 
yours. If you don’t think that it’s worth it or if your think that it’s ridiculously overpriced, just 
don’t go. A sunset is equally beautiful when you watch it standing up or from a hot tub. The 
price of your naturist experience is whatever you want it to be. 
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